
名　称 名称ふりがな 解　説

I Form and Materials けいたいとそざい
This section explains how and of what materials Japanese books are made,
i.e., their binding, format, component names, ryoshi and others, from the
perspective of considering Japanese books as an object .

(1) Binding of Japanese
Books

（1）わしょのそうてい
Simply put, binding means how paper is used to make a single copy of a
book, broadly categorized into groups of kansubon, orihon, and sasshibon in
terms of its form.

Kansubon Group かんすぼんのるい
Binding by splicing pieces of paper horizontally and rolling them. Kansubon
and tsugigami fall in this category.

Kansubon かんすぼん

Binding by joining pieces of paper with paste and rolling them around a stick
attached onto the left-hand end. The whole is wrapped in a cover attached to
the right-hand end. This binding began before the Nara period. Some printed
books also use this binding, though in limited areas.

Tsugigami つぎがみ

Binding by splicing pieces of paper horizontally and then rolling or folding
them. Nomally no stick or cover attached. Sometimes called misō kansubon.
Some books, like short ones, are not rolled, but are still included in this
category.

Orihon Group おりほんのるい
Binding by splicing pieces of paper horizontally and folding them. Orihon
and orijō fall in this category.

Orihon おりほん

Binding by splicing pieces of paper horizontally and folding them with
mountains and valleys made alternately at equal intervals. Unlike orijō, each
half of the folding is not made of a single piece of paper, and a joint of paper
does not correspond to a fold of paper in general.

Orijo おりじょう
Binding by splicing pieces of thicker paper horizontally using other pieces of
thinner paper and folding them so that joints become mountains and valleys
alternately.

Sasshibon Group さっしぼんのるい

Binding by piling up several pieces of paper of sama size and sewing up or
sticking their sides to each other. This group is further divided into several
categories in terms of how paper is used. Unlike kansuban and orihon group,
only a spread can be seen at once.

Decchōsō でっちょうそう

Binding by folding pieces of paper in two, piling them up and sticking them
to each other with paste applied at the sides of their outer folds. This binding
has existed since the Heian period. Printed books in this binding are almost
entirely limited to Buddhist books.

Recchōsō れっちょうそう

Binding by piling up two or more pieces of paper, folding them in two to
make a set (called hitokukuri or hitoori), arranging two or more of those sets
and sewing them up with strings. This binding has existed since the Heian
period. This is mainly used for manuscript books. Some printed books also
use this binding, though in limited genre.

Origami Recchōsō おりがみれっちょうそう
A kind of recchōsō, using origami as ryoshi (for origami, see origamitoji; in
some origami recchōsō books, portrait paper sheets are folded in two).

Fukurotoji ふくろとじ
Binding by folding pieces of paper in two, piling them up and sewing up the
opposite sides of the folds with string or paper string. This binding has
existed since the Heian period.

Origamitoji [Tentative Name] おりがみとじ（かしょう）
Binding by piling up pieces of origami paper (mainly landscape paper sheets
folded in two so that folds come below or half sized ones) and sewing up
their right-hand end with string. Seldom used for printed books.

Tan'yōsō たんようそう
Binding by piling up unfolded pieces of paper and sewing up their right-
hand end with string or paper string.

Sōyōsō [Tentative Name] そうようそう（かしょう）

Binding by folding pieces of papers in two, piling them up and sewing up the
end closer to the fold with string or paper string. While paper is used in the
same way as decchōsō, a difference is that paper is not pasted but sewed up
with string.

Origami Sōyōsō [Tentative
Name]

おりがみそうようそう（か
しょう）

A kind of sōyōsō, but using origami as ryoshi. Probably limited to landscape-
positioned books. Rarely used for printed books.

Gajōsō がじょうそう

Binding by folding pieces of paper in two and splicing them with paste
applied at the opposite end of the outer folds. Used to make a sasshibon book
that collects pictures each of which completes by itself. Many books of this
type are printed books. Probably invented after the middle Edo period.
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Sewing Method of Sasshibon 〔さっしぼんのとじかた〕
In sewing up a sasshibon book with string or paper string, there are several
ways of threading them. Different types of sasshibon are made with different
combinations of how to use and sew up paper.

Musubitoji むすびとじ

Sewing up by making holes, two on each of the upper and lower sides of the
right-hand end of a sasshibon book, threading a string or paper string
through each hole, and tying it. Mainly used or fukurotoji, origamitoji ,and s
ōyōsō but some recchōsō examples exist.

Yotsumetoji よつめとじ
Sewing up by making four holes on the right-hand end of a sasshibon book
and threading string through them. Often used for fukurotoji books, but also
for tan'yoso and origamitoji.

Itsutsumetoji いつつめとじ
Sewing up by making five holes on the right-hand end of a sasshibon book
and threading string through them. This is generally considered to be a
deluxe edition because it requires one more touch than yotsumetoji.

Kōkitoji こうきとじ

Sewing up by making holes between the upper/lower holes and the corners
on a yotsumetoji book and threading string through them. It is thought that
this incorporated a sewing method that was popular in the Kōki period in
Qing (1662–1722) and was used after the middle Edo period for Chinese
poem anthrogies or collected pictures.

Shiteisō していそう

Sewing up by making several holes on the right-hand end of a sasshibon
book, threading a paper string through each of those holes, cutting it so that
it sticks out of the cover a little, and smashing the sticking-out part so that it
does not come out. This is called shiteisō or paper-nail binding because the
smashed paper string looks like the head of a nail.

Seanatoji  [Tentative Name] せあなとじ（かしょう）

Sewing up by making holes on folds of paper at the spine of a sessibon book
and threading string through them. Used for recchosō and tanjosō. Generally
two holes are made at each of the upper and lower parts, and a string is
threaded through those two holes. Rarely used for sōyōsō.

How to Fit the Cover on a
Sasshibon Book

〔さっしぼんのひょうしの
つけかた〕

The cover of a sasshibon book is generally separated into the front and back
covers, but some books have a single cover going from the front to the back.

Hohaiso ほうはいそう
A method of wrapping the whole of a sasshibon book in a single cover across
the book's spine, instead of putting separate covers on the front and back.

(2) Size of Japanese Books
(Format)

（2）わしょのおおきさ
（しょけい）

Among Japanese books, some sasshibon ones are made in a certain
standardized size. The following gives examples of standard and
nonstandard formats for both manuscript and printed books.

Standard Format:
Manuscript Books

きかくがた-しゃほん-
Many manuscript sasshibon books are not always made according to a
standard, but shihanbon and rokuhanbon below can be regarded as examples
of standard formats.

Shihanbon しはんぼん

Sasshibon books made by cutting a whole sheet of paper on the longer sides
in half, folding each of them in two and combining them into one book. This
is called sihanbon (yotsuhanbon) or a quarter book because the size is a
quarter of the whole sheet.

Rokuhanbon (Masugatabon) ろくはんぼん（ますがたぼ
ん）

Sasshibon books made by cutting a whole sheet of paper on the longer sides
in three, folding each of them in two and combining them into one book.
This is called rokuhanbon (mutsuhanbon) or a one-sixth book because the
size is one-sixth of the whole sheet. This is also known as masugatabon or a
measuring-box-shaped book because it is almost square.

Standard Format:
Ōhon Group Printed Books

きかくがた-おおほんけい
のはんぽん-

Of printed sasshibon books, ones based on the whole sheet of Mino paper
are called ōhon group.

Ōhon おおほん
Sasshibon books made by cutting a whole sheet of Mino paper on the longer
sides in half, folding each of them in two and combining them into one book.

Chūhon ちゅうほん Portrait books in the size of an ōhon book cut in half on the longer sides.

Yokochūhon よこちゅうほん Landscape books in the size of an ōhon book cut in half on the longer sides.
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Mino Mitsugiribon みのみつぎりぼん Landscape books in the size of an ōhon book cut in three on the longer sides.

Standard Format:
Hanshibon Group Printed
Books

きかくがた-はんしぼんけ
いのはんぽん-

Of printed sasshibon books, ones based on a whole sheet of hanshi or
Japanese writing paper are called hanshibon-kei or the hanshibon group.

Hanshibon はんしぼん
Making a sasshibon book by cutting a whole sheet of hanshi in half on the
longer sides, folding each of them in two and combining them into one book.

Kohon こほん Portrait books in the size of a hanshibon book cut in half on the longer sides.

Yoko-kohon よここほん
Landscape books in the size of a hanshibon book cut in half on the longer
sides.

Hanshi Mitsugirihon はんしみつぎりほん
Landscape books in the size of a hanshibon book cut in three on the longer
sides.

Nonstandard Format きかくがい
There are both manuscript and printed sasshibon books whose size does not
correspond to any standard. The following show some distinctive ones.

Tatenagabon たてながぼん

Sasshibon books in which the ratio of the vertical side is larger(doubled as a
guide) than that of ōhon and hanshibon. This type is used for Chinese books
printed in Japan and books imitating Chinese books (tōhon or tang books),
while some books written in Japanese have used this style.

Tokudaibon とくだいぼん
Books larger than ōhon. Many of this type are illustrated catalogues or copy
of manuscripts.

Tokushōbon とくしょうぼん
Books smaller than kohon. Also known as mamehon or shuchinbon. Some of
them are intended to be portable but there are also examples that not for
practical use.

(3) Parts of a Japanese Book （3）わしょのかくぶい
A Japanese book as an object  consists of various parts. The following
explains the name, nature and functionality of parts that physically make up a
Japanese book.

Hyōshi (Cover) ひょうし
In a Japanese book, a cover is a part that is outside the body and wraps it. As
a cover attracts readers' attention, it is often elaborately decorated.

Kinran-byoshi きんらんびょうし
A cover with gold brocade attached on its surface. This is luxury binding,
and in the case of printed books, it is used only for a special purpose.

Konji-kindei-byoshi こんじきんでいびょうし
A cover on which pictures or patterns are drawn with gold paint on deep
blue paper. Generally not used for printed books.

Tanbyōshi たんびょうし
A tan or bright vermilion cover, particularly a glossy tan-colored cover often
found in the beginning of the Edo period. It is thought that tanbyōshi was
regarded as more deluxe cover than the following kurikawairo-byōshi.

Kurikawairo-byōshi くりかわいろびょうし
A cover using paper colored like a chestnut's skin by applying persimmon
tannin many times. Used for many Buddhist and Chinese books in the
beginning to early Edo period.

Shibubiki-byoshi しぶびきびょうし

A cover using paper on which persimmon tannin is applied with a brush. It
has a lighter color since the color is not applied many times as in the case of
kurikawairo-byoshi. The color may be applied to the whole surface, or some
simple patterns may be drawn on it. Primarily used for manuscript books but
also for printed books after middle of the Edo period.

Suritsuke-byōshi すりつけびょうし
Covers of a gokan book with nishikie or color print on it. This is designed so
that a single picture shows up by arranging a set of two or three volumes.
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Tomogami-byoshi ともがみびょうし
A cover using the same paper as ryoshi for the main text, instead of
preparing paper specifically for the cover.

Tsuyadashi-mon'yō つやだしもんよう

A cover made by sticking indigo, vermilion, black or other colored paper on
a cover, putting the cover on a woodblock on which patterns are carved, and
rubbing the convex parts of the patterns from the surface to make it glossy.
Many examples exist after begginning of the Edo period.

Karaoshi-mon'yō からおしもんよう

A cover made by sticking indigo, vermilion, black or other colored paper on
a cover and putting a pattern-carved woodblock on it from its back to cause
the patterns to appear supposed to be increased its number after middle of
the Edo period.

Mikaeshi (Inside Cover) みかえし
The other side of a cover. The other side of the front cover is called mae-
mikaeshi or front inside cover, and that of the back cover ato-mikaeshi or
back inside cover. Some manuscript books have a decoration on it.

Tobira(Title Page ) とびら
The title page is a single independent leaf on which the book title is shown at
the beginning of the body of a sasshibon book. Something other than the title
may also be shown.

Asobigami (Flyleaf) あそびがみ
A flyleaf is one or two white leaves with nothing written or printed on them
at the front or back of the body of a sasshibon book. Recchoso books may
often have several or more flyleaves at their back.

Jikutsuke-gami じくつけがみ
In some kansubon books, when the edge of their body paper does not have
an adequate margin, a piece of paper may be pasted on it so that a stick can
be attached there. Such a piece of paper is called jikutsuke-gami.

Hanshin はんしん
The center of han or a printing plate for a single leaf of printed sasshibon
books. Also known as hashira or a pillar because it often has vertical lines on
its sides. For a fukurotoji book, hanshin is the fold of a leaf.

Nodo のど
The margins at both sides of the center line when a sasshibon book is wide
open.

Koguchi こぐち
The upper, lower and front sides of piled pieces of paper in a sasshibon
book. It may mean shita-koguchi or lower koguchi in particular.

Se (Spine) せ
The opposite side of the front side in a sasshiobon book. Books other than
gajoso are sewed up at or near the spine.

Kadozutsumi かどづつみ
A small piece of cloth attached before the cover is fit so that it wraps the
upper and lower corners of the sewing margin, primarily for fukurotoji
sasshibon. Used since the late Edo period.

(4) Ryōshi and Related
Matters

（4）りょうしおよびふぞ
くじこう

The body of a Japanese book is generally made of paper. The following
explains various kinds of paper used for Japanese books and matters related
to ryōshi.

Ryōshi りょうし
Ryōshi (honbun ryōshi) is paper used for the body excluding the covers in a
Japanese book. The following shows examples of major ryōshi for Japanese
books.

Torinoko-gami (Atsuyo Hishi) とりのこがみ（あつようひ
し）

Thick-made hishi, which is made from the skin of a plant called ganpi
(Diplomorpha sikokiana ). Called torinoko-gami because its color looks like
tori-no-ko or a hen's egg. Its surface is smoother than choshi.

Usuyō Hishi うすようひし
Thin-made hishi, which is made from the skin of ganpi. Smooth surface is
like torinoko-gami and transparent.

Choshi ちょし

Paper made from the skin of a plant called kozo (hybrid mulberry tree,
Broussonetia kazinoki x papyrifera ). Most widely used as ryoshi for
Japanese books. Called Mino-gami or Sugihara-gami depending on its place
of manufacture.

Cho-uchigami ちょうちがみ
Choshi that has been hit by a wooden hammer on its surface to give it a gloss
and texture like hishi.
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Hichomazesuki-gami ひちょまぜすきがみ
Paper made by mixing ganpi and kozo. Its texture is different according to
the mixture ratio.

Maniai-gami まにあいがみ
Maniai-gami is paper made so that its length is aligned to the width of a
fusuma sliding door (about 1 meter). Doro-maniai-gami, made by mixing
hishi and mud, was also used for books.

Mitsumata-gami みつまたがみ
Paper made from the skin of a plant called mitsumata (Oriental paper bush,
Edgeworthia chrysantha ). Used for books since the middle Edo period,
sometimes as a substitute for hishi.

Shukushi (Sukikaeshi-gami) しゅくし（すきかえしが
み）

Paper remade from waste paper. Grey due to the ingredients of Indian ink.
Along with original shukushi, there is paper that is made by mixing Indian
ink to make it look like shukushi.

Pagination (Chōzuke) ちょうづけ
Pagination is the process of using numbers to indicate which number the leaf
is in a sasshibon book.

Ruled Lines (Kei and Kai) かい・けい
Ruled lines are lines to align characters with the upper and lower edges of or
the space between sentences on a manuscript book. Some printed books also
have ruled lines.

Kyōkaku きょうかく
Kyōkaku is a frame line surrounding the text of a printed book. It is called
tanpen(single line), sōhen, komochi-waku(thick line with thin line inside) or
others depending on the type of the line.

Shihai Monjo しはいもんじょ

In the case of kansubon, orihon or sasshibon books that use paper sheets
folded in two, pieces of paper on which something has already been written
may be used by turning them the other way. In this case, the original book is
called shihai monjo.

(5) Accessories （5）ふぞくひん
Japanese books may be kept in a bag, folding case or box for protection. The
following explains such items associated with Japanese books.

Tsutsumigami
(Wrapping Paper )

つつみがみ
Not only a single book but also several related books may be wrapped
together in a piece of paper. In this case, the paper is regarded as functioning
to organize as well as protect the books.

Fukuro (Bag) ふくろ

A paper cylinder for containing a book. Particularly from around the middle
Edo period, some printed books were sold in a bag on whose surface the
title, author's name and publisher's name were printed some of kusazōshi or
others' bags have colored painting on surface.

Chitsu (Folding Case) ちつ
A means to protect a book by wrapping it in thick paper, etc. Paper cases had
been mainly used until the Edo period. Today, cloth-covered cases are
generally used.

Hako (Box） はこ

Wooden boxes made from paulownia or Japanese cedar are generally used,
while pain wood and japan-lacquered boxes are also used. When keeping
several related books in a single box, it also functions to organize as well as
protect the books.

(6) Hangi
    (Wooden Printing Block)

（6）はんぎ

Seihanbon among printed books are printed with wooden printing blocks,
which are wooden plates on which characters or pictures are carved. The
following exhibits extant wooden printing blocks and books printed with
them.


